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From the GM 
The weather took a turn for the worse on January 12 and it has been a very tough winter since then 
with the exception of the week ending February 11th.  Since January 12th we have had an average 
day score of 1.63.  The poor conditions and/or skiing weather has had a negative effect on skier days 
and we are really beginning to feel the pinch.  Paid Skier visits are down 20% through 2/11.  We 
aren’t alone in feeling the effects of this poor winter.  All of Vermont ski areas are down 12%.  Our 
reliance on natural snow and good skiing conditions is obviously affecting us more. Through January 
we were holding about even with last year but we haven’t seen February turn around like it usually 
does.  We are hoping to have as strong a Holiday as possible but the weather doesn’t look favorable 
after President’s Weekend.  Our department revenue continues to be a strong point in that despite 
considerably lower skier visits we are about even with last year in most departments.  We are 
continuing to look to find ways to trim expenses where possible while still providing a good ski 
experience for our guests. We have some tough times ahead and will be doing what we can to hold 
on and wait for the return of winter. 
 
Think Snow! 
Matt Lillard 
General Manager 
 
Department Reports 
 
Administration 
We are at the time of the year where we start thinking about next year from a budgeting/etc 
standpoint.  We are actively evaluating our workers comp and GL insurance policies.  It is looking like 
we might be able to save some money next year on these two items.  Our Finance Manager now has 
a good handle on our processes and we are starting to look into efficiencies to put in place for the 
future.  We have also been busy looking into new uniforms. 
 
Basebox 
The Basebox is doing well given the lack of skier visits.  We are starting to see the effects of trimming 
staff where possible.  Our labor costs were down 3% in January compared to last year despite 
operating 1 more day and only one day on the practice slope.  The Fish Fry Fridays and our music 
event have helped boost revenue and keep people excited during tough stretches of weather.  The 
Birdcage and Molly Starks Pub have been open on weekends and as business levels dictate. 
Unfortunately, they have been pretty slow to date. 
 
Marketing/Events 
The Jr.Unconventional was a success despite less than ideal conditions.  We are excited for the 
remainder of our events but are also dealing with postponements due to weather.  The 
Unconventional Challenge has been moved to March 11th.  We are hopeful for a return to winter so 
we don’t need to cancel any other events.  The website has been slow going as we have hit a couple 
snags.  We continue to work on it and plan to launch as soon as we can.  We have 3 new promotional 
pieces that have hit distribution stands in late January. They are meant to inspire and create interest 
and have been very well received so far.   



 
Mountain Ops 
Mountain Ops and the groomers in particular have been working tirelessly to keep us skiing on the 
best conditions possible.  They are using every trick in their repertoire to bring the mountain back to 
life on multiple occasions this winter.  We will continue to focus on the skiing product and do what we 
can to make conditions as good as possible.  We should be done with snow making at this point but if 
needed we will fire it back up.  We made snow for 566 hours this season.  On the lift front we are 
ready for the holiday week and although very lean on lift attendants we were able to fill in the 
schedule enough to run all 5 lifts as needed. As the calendar turns towards spring Mtn Ops is thinking 
ahead and starting to prepare for summer projects.  
 
Retail Shop 
The General store has had strong sales so far this season and through 2/11 is even with last season 
and ~$9k over budget.  We are hoping for a strong holiday week in the store.  February also marks 
the ordering period for next season and the store has been busy getting orders in.  We are looking 
forward to a great line up of items next year. 
 
Rental/Repair Shop 
The rental business has been strong so far this season. Through 2/11 rentals is up $4k.  On the 
repair side we are down, again, a result of far fewer skier visits.  Rentals has been successful in 
keeping payroll costs down which will help in the long run.   
 
Ski School 
The seasonal programs are doing great with lots of happy kids.  They are a breath of fresh air as they 
have fun regardless of conditions.  The Freeski program has spent time travelling to competitions and 
have had very strong results.  Despite less than ideal conditions sales of daily lessons are going well.  
We continue to receive great feedback on our instructors.  The new processes put in place at the Ski 
School counter have resulted in reduced wait times and a much better customer experience.   
 
Ski Patrol 
Ski Patrol has had their hands full dealing with ever changing conditions.  They have been aggressive 
in opening terrain.  All incidents have been handled with the standard amazing care and 
personalization that makes the MRG Ski Patrol one of the best in the business. 
 
Cricket Club 
The Cricket club continues to be slow, mostly a factor of uninspiring conditions.  We are hoping for a 
strong Holiday and some good conditions for the rest of the season to bring more parents with young 
kids to the mountain. 
 
Mad River Racing 
The Ski Club programs are doing great.  The kids are progressing nicely and are starting to get out to 
races across the state.  The programs have focused on both race training off lift 4 as well as free 
skiing on the main mountain. We held a very successful high school race on February 9th.  It was 
great to have so many local kids racing at MRG.  The race department will be holding some races 
over the next few weeks including both ski club races and VARA races.   


